EVERYTHING STORED
next to the kitchen.

Your intelligently planned and logicallly furnished utility room.
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YOUR HOUSEHOLD FROM
A WHOLE NEW PERSPECTIVE.

EVERYTHING IN
perfect order.

Simply more space for provisions, laundry, clothing ...

In a well-planned utility room, there‘s exactly the right place for everything.

The utility room used to be an integral part of every household.
Then it tended to go out of fashion, mainly for reasons of space –
after all, living space has become increasingly expensive.
But this is precisely why it is being rediscovered – and completely
redefined: a utility room not only perfectly complements modern,
design-focused kitchens, it gives the entire household a clearer and
more practically organised structure. Because efficiently concentrated,

it provides a place for everything that is important and necessary
for everyday housekeeping. From washing machine, tumble dryer,
ironing board, provisions, cleaning products and equipment to coat
rack and recycling system.
This way, a utility room eases strain on the rest of available living
space. And creates space for what‘s important: living in a relaxed
home environment and enjoying life.
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PERFECTLY PLANNED FOR ALL THE
THINGS YOU NEED EVERY DAY.
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1

WASHING MACHINE &
TUMBLE DRYER

2

LAUNDRY

3

BOTTLES AND CRATES

4

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

5

CLOTHING

6

SORTING WASTE

7

PROVISIONS AND STORAGE
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EVERYTHING HAS ITS PLACE

even in the smallest of spaces.
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Well-organised for a good life.
When planning and furnishing your utility room, there are two main
questions to address: What do I need – and where do I need it?
The answers are then quickly found using our versatile solutions.
Functionality, ergonomics and storage capacity are intelligently
combined in a way that makes all areas a well-balanced unit.
Because this simply makes everything so much easier – whether

doing the washing, ironing, putting away the shopping, getting
changed after work, collecting deposit bottles and waste glass or
whatever else you need to get done in your household. This is
where the possibilities are as individual and flexible as your wishes.
The many different options are described in detail on the next few
pages.
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EVERYTHING

Keeping beverages in
easy reach.

Clean, neat and tidy.
Various holders in the broom cupboard ensure that everything is kept
in the right place – letting you put
your hand on whichever household
appliance you happen to need.
And also everything else you need
for cleaning, sweeping, ironing or
vacuuming.

The larder unit for beverages
keeps everything in immediate
reach because the various crates
are clearly set out and open. This
way, you can take out bottles and
put empties back without having
to juggle around with crates.

in view.

HOUSEHOLD TIP – SORTING
WASHING CORRECTLY:
Don‘t sort worn clothes in just one
laundry basket but use several baskets
for pre-sorting – e.g. into light, coloured,
sensitive and 60° or 95° washing.
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Washing machine and
tumble dryer in easy
reach.
Everything completely relaxed.
These appliances too in the utility
room are positioned at an ergonomic height. A number of practical
solutions are also available, such
as the drawer for the laundry
basket which eliminates the bother
of having to bend down and helps
to take some of the effort out of
housekeeping.
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Sorting and planning the
washing more easily.

Generously sized
hanging cubicle.

The laundry sorting unit with its drawers
sorts washing into coloured, white and
95°-wash items almost automatically –
even when closed thanks to the practical
openings in the front.

Can take a lot: a coat rack integrated
in the utility room, for example, lends
itself to storing work clothes. A neat
solution. Particularly when cloths are
dirty. There‘s also plenty of space here
for your summer or winter clothing
when it‘s not needed.
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Multi-sorted.
The practical pull-out systems come
with ample space for cleanly and
accurately sorting waste – providing
the ideal basis for successful
recycling and sustainable housekeeping.
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EVERYTHING NICE & FRESH

after it‘s washed and dried.

H
60
30/45/60/75/90
60

VWS
60
195/210/225
60

Also available without baskets.

MORE THAN A
NEAT SOLUTION.

WALL UNIT:
Utilise the space above the
machine for storing detergents,
stain remover etc.

INTEGRATING WASHING MACHINES AND
TUMBLE DRYERS:
The appliance housing base units lift your
appliances to the optimum ergonomic work
height.

LAUNDRY SORTING UNIT:
Simply stand it exactly where laundry is
washed and dried. 3 pull-outs complete
with laundry sorting baskets.
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APPLIANCE HOUSING BASE UNIT:
For washing machine or dryer
1 pull-out with laundry sorting basket.
GGWA 60-46-A
60
45
60

HOUSEHOLD TIP – GETTING
MOULD STAINS OUT:

This is where you save space and
time every day.
APPLIANCE HOUSING BASE UNIT:
For washing machine or dryer
1 drawer
1 pull-out
GGWA 60-46-SA
60
45
60

.

Putting garments and other textiles
away in a poorly ventilated place while
they are still damp can result in mould
stains. To remove them, simply soak the
affected areas in buttermilk and then
machine-wash in the normal way.

Our sorting solutions make it easy for you to minimize
the time taken to do your washing – with maximum
effect. Because everything is arranged and designed
to let you reach your target as quickly with a little work
as possible: clean laundry.
Width |

Height |

Depth
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EVERYTHING NEATLY

Practical waste sorting.
Systematically sort and prepare
waste and recyclables for proper
recycling.

in its place.

SINK BASE UNIT:
With waste-sorting system.
SABD
45/50/60
75
60

TIP ON SORTING WASTE:
PULLOUT UNIT:
With container for recyclable-waste bag.

Yogurt pots don‘t need to be rinsed out
before disposing of them in recyclable
waste. The water used adversely affects
the ecological balance, and plastics
are cleaned anyway before they are
recycled.

Provisions, cleaning products and domestic appliances.
TAMBOURDOOR UNIT:
Provisions of every kind
always in easy reach.
HAJ
50/60/80/90
115/130/145
35/45

BROOM CUPBOARD:
Storing ironing board, vacuum cleaner
and step ladder safely and saving space
at the same time.
VB
30/40/45/50/60
195/210/225
45/60

HBT
Mount for ironing board or step ladder.

UWSD
30
75
60

Clear structure in storing bottles and crates.
BEVERAGE CRATE UNIT:
Clearly organised storage and easy
access to all beverages.
VGL
60
195/210/225
60

PULLOUT UNIT WITH
BOTTLE BASKET:
UAID
30
75
60
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EVERYTHING READY

Attractive, neat and tidy.
HALLWAY UNIT:
Place for keeping work and everyday
clothing.
VG Hallway
60
195/210/225
60

VGA Hallway unit with interior pull-out.
60
195/210/225
60

to put on.
Organisation that
makes sense.
SHOE CUPBOARD:
Plenty of space for shoes – on the shelves and
the shoe holders, each for 2 pairs of shoes on
the inside of the door.
VSL
60
195/210/225
60

HOUSEHOLD TIP –
REMOVING SHOE ODOUR:

Mutual pleasure.

Practical internal pull-out – the ideal way to
store smaller-type garments, such as gloves,
scarves and hats, so they are always in easy
reach.

There are many advantages in using the utility room as
an intermediate area for getting changed: dirty sports
or work clothing immediately lands in the correct laundry baskets, outdoor footwear is kept out of living areas
and everyday work clothes are waiting for every member
of the household in one place.

Sprinkle a little baking powder or
baking soda in the shoes affected and
let it work overnight, then tap it out
thoroughly. Cat litter, if used in the household, also binds odours – the best way
to use it is to fill some into a small fabric
pouch and place it in the shoe.
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EVERYTHING GOES,

whatever the space.

PLACE FOR SOCKS, LAUNDRY AND THE LIKE.
Quickly put away and neatly stored: the generously
sized drawers give you immediate access to many
small items of clothing, such as socks, underwear and
swimwear. This brings systematic organisation to your
wardrobes.

So, what sort of utility room would you like to have?
This, of course, depends entirely on the space you have and on your personal needs.
Some prefer to use it as a storage room for household items, others turn it into a lovely
dressing room with numerous drawers providing plenty of space. Just as you please.
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Two rolled into one:
Create the perfect room divider: on the one hand a practical utility room with
everything that goes with it, and, on the other hand, an attractive hallway area
with coat rack and wall unit as a chest of drawers – where keys can be kept,
for example.

EVERYTHING DIVIDED UP

into separate areas.
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EVERYTHING CLEVERLY
STORED AWAY
in the smallest of spaces.
Clearly organised:
You only have a few square metres? Not a
problem. With a couple of clever solutions,
even a small utility room can make a big
splash. One recommendation here, for
example, would be a space-saving laundry
base unit – a practical alternative to the
laundry sorting unit.

LAUNDRY BASE UNIT:
1 drawer
1 pull-out with 2 laundry baskets
UWL 60
60
75
60

.
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